In the present paper authors have focused on the study of complex system consisting two subsystems, in series configuration and handling by a human operator. The subsystem (1) has three units at super priority, priority and ordinary & the subsystem (2) has one unit in series configuration with the subsystem-1. The whole system is operated by a human operator and human failure can also appear at different state where system is in operational mode. Initially super priority unit starts function and failure during of super priority unit the priority unit start functioning and super priority unit goes under repair. The primitive resume repair policy is employed for repair of subsystem-1. The all failure rates are assumed to constants and follow exponential distribution but repair follow general and Gumbel-Hougaard family copula distribution. The system is studied by supplementary variable technique and Laplace transform. Various measure of reliability such as availability, state transition probabilities, mean time to system failure(M.T.T.F) and profit function has been discussed for available maintenance cost for all time and profit incurred by unit time for given interval. Some particular cases have been discussed for different values of different rates.
I. Introduction
Many researcher whose works referred as Alistair (2007), Cox (1995) , Dilip (2014) and Oliverira et al. (2005) studied repairable complex system and proclaimed their validation in the field of reliability by taking different failure rates and common assumptions that one type of (general) repair is possible between two transition state. Thus whenever the system fails, one type of repair is employed to repair the system which takes more times for repair of failed unit, resulting the industry suffers with a great loss. Usually the researchers consider that only one repair that is possible between two adjacent states i.e. (Cox, 1995) and Laplace transform. But there are many situations in real life where more than one repair is require between two transition states for quick maintenance of failed unit. When such type of situation arises, the system is studies by using Copula (Gennheimer. H, 2002 and Nelson,
II. State description State State Description
S 1 The state indicates that the super priorty unit has been failed, priorty unit start functioning and superpriorty unit is under repair.
S 2
The priorty unit has also been failed and supper priorty unit is running under repair, system is in operational mode.
S 3 The super priorty unit has been repaired and is in operational mode, priorty unit is running under repair.
S 4
The system has completely failed due to failure of subsystem-1.
S 5
In this state the super priorty unit has start functioning after repaired and priorty unit is running repair.
S 6
The super priorty unit is in operational mode, priorty unit is in standby mode and ordinary unit in running under repair.
S 7
In state S 7 the superpriorty unit of subsystem-1 has fail and priorty unit is in operational mode, the system is in operational mode.
S 8
In this state the system is in a completely failed due to failure of subsystem-2.
S 9
The system has completely failed due to human failure of operator.
The state description highlight that S 0 is a state where the system is in perfect state where both subsystems are in good working condition. S 1 , S 2, S 3, S 5 , S 6, S 7, are the states where the system is in degraded mode and the repair is being employed, states S4, S 8, and S 9 are the states where the system is in completely failure mode.
III. Assumption
The following assumptions are taken throughout the discussion of the model:
Initially the system is in S 0 state and all units of subsystem-1 and subsystem-2 are in good working condition. (ii)
The subsystem-1 works successfully till ordinary unit is in good working condition. (iii) Subsystem-1 fails if ordinary unit fail before repair of superpriorty unit.
The units of subsystem-1 are in warm stated by mode and ready to start within a negligible period of time after failure of any unit of subsystem-1.
The system can be repaired when it is in degraded state or completely failed state. (vi)
All failure rates are constant and they follow an exponential distribution. (vii) Human failure /complete failure system needs immediate repairing (by GumbelHougaard family copula). (viii) A repaired system works like a new system and there will be no damage done due to repair. (ix)
As soon as the failed unit gets repair it ready to perform the task. 
Repair rate for superpriorty/ priorty/ and ordinary unit.
The probability that the system is in S i state at instant 't' for i =0 to 9.
() Ps
Laplace transformation of P (t).
The probability that a system is in state S o for j=1 to 9; the system is running under repair and elapsed repair time is x, t.
Expected profit during the interval [0, t).
Revenue and service cost per unit time respectively.
The expression of joint probability (failed state S i to good state S 0 ) according to Gumbel-Hougaard family copula is given as
, where, u 1 = (x), and u 2 = e x , where  is a parameter. Fig.1 
V. Formulation and solution of Mathematical Model
By the probability of considerations and continuity arguments, the following set of difference differential equations are associated by the present mathematical model.
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Solution of the Model Taking Laplace transformation of equations (1)- (19) and using equation with help of initial condition, P 0 (0)=1, one can obtain. 
Solving ( 
) ( 
The Laplace transformations of the probabilities that the system is in up (i.e. either good or degraded state) and failed state at any time are as follows: 
C. Cost Analysis
If the service facility be always available, then expected profit during the interval [0, t) is
For the same set of parameter of (49), one can obtain (53). 
